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NEWS RELEASE
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON FORMS AN ALCOHOL COALITION
TO REDUCE ALCOHOL-RELATED PROBLEMS ON CAMPUS
DAYTON, Ohio - The University of Dayton will establish an alcohol coalition of
faculty, staff, students, alumni and parents to work toward the reduction of high-risk drinking
on campus.
UD will also develop programs to educate faculty about ways to help students and
others deal with alcohol abuse, institute a "social norming" campaign to illustrate that a
majority of students do not abuse alcohol, offer more alcohol-free activities and change the
academic schedule to include more Friday classes. Scott Markland, who was named
coordinator of alcohol and drug education in the fall, will coordinate many of the new or
expanded initiatives.
"A task force on alcohol use and abuse recommended the coalition. There is a need for
a better understanding of the complexity of the role alcohol plays on campus, the problems
associated with alcohol abuse and the factors that contribute to them," said William C.
Schuerman, vice president of student development and dean of students. "The task force
emphasized that there is no single policy change, program or group that can bring about the
cultural changes to effectively address this issue."
The coalition, which will be formed in February, will address five areas:
•

policy and enforcement;

•

educational interventions;

•

alcohol sales and distribution;

•

substance-free activities; and

•

assessment and communication

Alcohol abuse is a concern on college campuses nationwide. A 1999 Harvard School of
Public Health survey of 119 U.S. colleges found that although three-fourths of college students
drink responsibly or not at all, nearly one-fourth drink heavily and frequently.
"Our goal is to recognize and reinforce healthy behavior and reduce the number who are
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drinking heavily and frequently/' Markland said.
In the past, UD has focused on creating policies to stem excessive or underage drinking,

such as prohibiting kegs in campus housing and stiffening penalties for underage drinking,
including suspension on a third offense. Today, the University is marshalling student, faculty
and administrative resources across campus to reduce abuse.
"By building a coalition and bringing these groups together, we'll be able to improve
communication and make the best use of the valuable resources we already have in addition to
creating new programs and initiatives," Markland said.
"We'll also move into a much more proactive stance. We'll be reactive when we need to
be, but the focus now will be on anticipation and prevention."
The Flyer News, UD's student newspaper, supported the formation of the coalition this
week in an editorial and urged students to become involved by planning alternative activities
for weekends, sharing ideas on alcohol policies or educating classmates and friends about the
dangers of excessive drinking.
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